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Spring has quickly sprung in to summer by the time I’ve got round to writing this newsletter; 

and what a difference a year makes!  In 2013, breeding bird surveys were being hampered by cold 
weather and late snowfalls.  This year, it has been comparatively barmy with temperatures in the 
mid-teens and many spring migrants arriving early.  Writing this at the end of June, the hawthorn 
blossom (see photograph image on the right) came and went in a blink of an eye; the first Leeds’ 
swifts arrived, as they always seem to do, around the first May bank holiday Monday and now the 
hedgerows are illustrated with the whites of hogweed and elder flowers. 
 
Spring heralds the arrival of the main survey season—developers will be finely tuned to 
commission great crested newt surveys by April to avoid unnecessary delays.  By early May, 
you’re almost certainly too late for the survey season as the population size class assessment 
(normally required to support planning applications) requires three (out of six) visits to be 
completed between mid-April and mid-May.   
 
Talking of numbers of visits—how many visits are necessary to complete a robust breeding bird survey methodology?  
Depending on which methodology or reference you read, it could be 2, 3, 4 or 5.  The general consensus amongst consultants 
is three (one in April, May and June—ideally).  However, there doesn’t seem to be any science that backs up this consensus.  
So this year, I am surveying a typical urban site in Leeds that is comparable to many brownfield sites that get developed to 
investigate how many site visits are sufficient to complete a robust assessment of the impacts and effects.  I’ve completed five 
visits between April and June and the intention is to compare the results based on interpreting 2, 3, 4 or 5 of the visits—will 
they be different?  I had hoped to extend the surveys in to July but work pressure has prevented this from happening.  I’ll 
provide an update/ results in a subsequent newsletter.   

National Planning Policy Guidance 
Regular readers of my Blog will know that in 2012, I was writing on a fairly regular basis 
about the National Planning Policy Framework which was published in March 2012—see 
here and subsequent articles; or search for ‘NPPF ‘ on my website).   
 
Well about two years later, the expected National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG) was 
published.  My thoughts on this in relation to nature conservation have been written up in 
two Blogs (see Part 1 and Part 2; with Part 3 to be written).     
 
In summary: 
 

 Government Circular 06/ 2005: Biodiversity and Conservation remains extant and a 
material document in any planning decision... 

 ...but it will be amended (Paragraphs 103 to 117) as a consequence of Defra’s Smarter Guidance Project.   

 The NPPG in relation to nature conservation and biodiversity is, in my opinion, confusing, particularly relating to 
paragraphs 11 and 16 where it deals with biodiversity and European Protected Species; and  

 much useful guidance and knowledge has potentially been culled as a consequence of the NPPG—and I am not the only 
person saying this.  

http://richardwilsonecology.wordpress.com/2012/04/02/plan-et-earth-part-1/
http://richardwilsonecology.wordpress.com/2014/03/12/nppg-initial-thoughts/
http://richardwilsonecology.wordpress.com/2014/04/07/national-planning-policy-guidance-part-2-some-more-thoughts/
http://planninglawblog.blogspot.co.uk/2014/03/useless-new-planning-guidance.html
http://planninglawblog.blogspot.co.uk/2014/03/useless-new-planning-guidance.html


Projects 

Breeding Bird Surveys 
In addition to the research project I am conducting in Leeds, I have undertaken species-specific surveys for black redstart (see 
image below, left) at six brownfield sites in Greater Manchester.   

Other breeding bird surveys have included sites near Scarborough, on the Isle of Sheppey (Kent) and the majestic grounds of 
Castle Howard, near Malton, North Yorkshire. 
 
I’ve also recently completed a Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) for a development in north-east England.  Any ‘plan or 
project’ such as a new housing estate (as in this instance) which may have the potential to impact on a European Protected Site 
may require a HRA.  The purpose of a HRA is to identify any pathways linking the development site with the European 
Protected Site to determine if it will have likely significant effects on the site’s integrity.  Pathways can be direct (e.g. habitat 
loss) or indirect (e.g. disturbance).  For example, a new housing estate could be reasonably expected to increase cats and dogs 
to the area.  The HRA takes in to account context, numbers of cats and dogs (e.g. based on average numbers per household) 
and comes to a conclusion as to whether the site’s Favourable Conservation Status will be maintained.  Fortunately for the 
developer, in this instance, no significant effects were predicted; but this is not always the case as this Independent newspaper 
article (see article here) describes. 

Invertebrate Surveys 

The spring and summer has been similarly busy undertaking a range of terrestrial and aquatic invertebrate surveys in 
Yorkshire, West Midlands and southern England.  This has included confirming the presence of dingy skipper (a butterfly), 
which is a Species of Principal Importance (“UK BAP Species”) at one site and targeting saproxylic species (dead-wood 
specialists) (focussing on flies (Diptera) and beetles (Coleoptera)) in woodlands.  

In late summer and early autumn, I will be again surveying in the English uplands, this time the Northumberland Mires, for 
rarer spiders associated with peat bogs and wetland mires. 

Botanical Surveys and Preliminary Ecological Appraisals 

Continuing the woodland theme (see above) and in 2013, I’ve surveyed a number of woodlands to NVC level.  I’ve also 
surveyed a few sites for proposed housing, including for allocations on local development plans on behalf of a number of 
architect and planning consultancies. 

Forward Planning 
Autumn and winter can be fairly quiet for many ecologists given that great crested newts and bats form a significant element 
of their workload; and they are hibernating.  However, for some sites such as those associated with agricultural environments, 
including arable and pasture, or are close to coastal habitats; wintering bird surveys may well be an important consideration 
(see section of newsletter associated with HRA).  A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) from late August onwards should 
identify if this is a serious consideration, especially if there are Special Protected Areas within 5 km of the proposed 
development or there is potential for golden plover to be present.  By completing a PEA in good time, this can inform you of 
potential opportunities for enhancement as well as any likely survey requirements necessary to comply with BS42020 (and see 
Government’s Sustainable Development webpage here) will be needed. 

With best wishes for the rest of 2014 
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